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Safety is the human’s basic need. And public safety service is a basic public 
service. Nowadays how to provide the society with public safety service effectively, 
efficiently and economically has become a hot point of theory research and innovation. 
Scholars’ studies together with practical exploration lead to the Community Policing. 
In Chicago, Community Policing is not only a policing revolution but also a new 
model of public safety service supply. It’s necessary to analyze the meanings of the 
community policing and boost our community policing by imbibing Chicago 
experience.  
The innovation of this thesis is pointing out that the sense of community 
policing is the cooperation between the police and the community in supply of public 
safety service through a public safety service supply perspective. The author considers 
that we should establish and perfect our community policing through six ways to 
make sure the effective supply of public safety service. 
The thesis is composed of four parts: 
The first part expounds the theory and practice of public safety service supply. It 
introduces related conceptions such as public service, safety, public safety and public 
safety service and defines public safety service as the support activities to fulfill the 
need of safety taken by certain parts. It also explains four supply models. 
The second part: the community policing internal and external. By picturing 
community policing in Chicago and China, the author indexes the inevitability of 
community policing and its contents. 
The third part: establishing and perfecting of community policing. The author 
recommends that we should establish and perfect our community policing through six 
ways. 
The fourth part: recommendations. The consumer prompting and cooperation 
between police and community set an example for the supply of other public services. 
The author tries to analyze community policing with the theory of public safety 
service by the eyes of public management which is of certain significance in guiding 
practice. However, because of author’s limited academic level and cognitive ability, 
this thesis is not perfect in its depth and completeness. Wish more attention in 
community policing and public safety service supply.  
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